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1.(a)

Show that the set of all (x, y, z) such thal x + y = 3z of elements

in

R3

form a

subspace.
be arational number, andletybe areal numbersuchthat y' . r.
Show that the set of all numbers which can be wrilten in the form a t-by ,
where a, b are rational numbers, is a field.
Show that the vectors (1, 1) and (-1,'2) form a basis of 1R.2.
Find the coordinates of the vector X with respect to the vectors A, B, C.

(b) Lelc>0
2.(a)

(b)

(0."0, 1), A:(1, 1, I), B =

X:

(-'r,1,

0), C = (1, 0,

3"(a) l.,et V =K3 for some field K. Let I/be

-l).

the sutrspace generated by

be the subspace generated by (1, 1,0) anC (0,

l,

(1,0, 0), and let U

1). Show that Z*is the direct sum

of

W and U.

(b) Let F:V -+W be a linear rnap whose

kernel is {0}.

independent elements of Z, prove that
elements of

I/.

If v,,...,v,

I(v,),...,F(v)

are linearly

are linearly independent

e

4.(a) LetX=(0, i,0),andletlbeanarbitrary 3x3matrix.Howwouldyoudescribe
What

ifX:

Xl?

(0,0, 1) ? Generalize to sirnilar statements concerning nxn marrices

and their products with unit vectors.

(b)

Let

A

be a square matrix.

ln general,

thatl-Aisinvertibie.
5.(a) Let F

be the mapping defined

x')+l
9 16

if A' = O for some positive integer n, show

/\
Wt',ut is the image unrler F of the
l3:,+4/l.

by F(x,y) =l

')

elliose

'

(b)

--l?

Determine which of the following mappings F are linear'

(i)

F' : R.a -+ Ra defined bY

(ii) F :XR2 +

6.(a)

F(Y): - X.

R defined bY F(r, Y) = xY,

Let (J, V,14/be vector spaces over a field K. Let

F:U -+V

letG,Hbetwolinearmappingsof zinto w.Provethat

(b)

be a linear mapping, and

(c+H) F=G F+H

F.

Show that the image under a Iinear map of_a convex set is convex. Lel' L . N ->R
be a linear map and c be a number. Shorv that the set S consisting of all points I

in

R' such*tl?t..t-9.;.t-

-i:-1oI-'-"I-
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